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Abstract 

 
This paper presents an overview of the development of color in the genus 

Hemerocallis from the perspective of the underlying genetic mechanisms. This 
genus has several well known and distributed species and has been hybridized 
extensively over the past one hundred years. In this paper we review the genus 
and the hybrids and then we provide a review of the current state of research in 

color expression in flowers such as this genus. The review of the current 
research summarizes many of the most recent efforts in gene control and 

expression and the resulting enzyme controls in the anthocyanin pathways. We 
focus on the anthocyanidin pathways but also discuss recent work in the 

carotenoid and flavonol pathways as well. The questions still outstanding is; 
how do all of these pieces come together to create the hybrids as we now know 

them and a corollary which is; can we use what is known to develop more 
sophisticated hybrids. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The development of color in hybrids of plants can be viewed in many ways. One, the Mendellian approach, is that 
there is some element, called a gene, which is on a chromosome, and there is some mixing set of rules, dominant and 
recessive, which when applied allow for the control of the color development. The recent point of view is that there 
are genetic pathways which are controlled by enzymes, proteins, and that understanding the mechanisms of the 
control of these  pathways is key to understanding the process. 
 
However, the questions we raise herein, and then seek answers in the current literature, and finally propose possible 
paths of inquiry are as follows: 
 

1. Given a dozen or more species plants which are relatively stable and consistent in the wiled, how does the 
variation in color in hybrids arise. Namely, what is the cellular basis of color, and moreover what is the 
genetic set of mechanisms which control this. 

 
2. Given the complexity of color, form and variegation in the hybrids, what is the genetic basis for the control 

mechanisms intracell and intercell. For example, how are such colorations as eyezones formed and what is 
the intercellular communications mechanisms which effect this. 

 
3. Given what now appears to be a set of well understood pathways control mechanisms by enzymes 

produced within the cell and the gene control mechanisms for expression of these proteins, how are these 
combined to produce intra cellular coloration and what are the inter cellular communications which spread 
the colors out over the inflorescence. 

 
4. Given that we can answer the above, can we generate a mathematical control modem for gene expression 

and control and using the model approach the coloration problem as a problem of system identification or 
inversion. 

 
5. Given that we could solve the above problem, then how could we invert the inversion and apply positive 

control to coloration and produce whatever color and for we would so desire. 
 
We attempt in this paper to address these issues and set forth a combined understanding of what appears to be at this 
time a fragmented set of research efforts. 
 
1.1 Overview 
 
Our approach in this paper is fairly straightforward. We focus on a specific genus, Hemerocallis, and on a specific 
part of the plant in that genus, the inflorescence. The questions we ask are; (i) what is the cause of the colors we see 
in the flowers given what was in the original species, (ii) what are then pathways that generate the substances which 
produce the colors and what enzymes control the pathways, (iii) how can we develop a system level model for this 
process, (iv) can we, using the system model, develop methods to develop desired colors. 
 
Thus we proceed as follows: 
 
1. Review of the Genus: The first step is to review the genus. Hemerocallis has about a dozen species, most of 

which can be interbred with one another. Some are self sterile and many can be bred. Hemerocallis has been 
hybridized for the past hundred years and many records of their ancestry exists. Thus it impossible using this 
genus to track many of the genetic linkages. The twelve species are all consistent within the species, there is 
some local variation and some geographical variation but it is possible to develop classification keys which 
generally are predictable and stable. The different species have a similar form but the colors vary between 
species, and there is even some color variation within species. In addition some of the current phenotypic 
species may also be variants of another species. We do not get into these arguments since the ultimate 
determinator will be a genetic classification, much of which is already under way. We then proceed to show 
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how in the one hindered years we have been able to introduce significant variation in this genus. We then use 
this as a basis for developing a discussion as to why and how can it be controlled. 

 
2. Classic Genetics: We review the classic Mendellian genetic approach and attempt to apply it to the species. We 

see that the concept of a gene as used by Mendel falls apart quickly in Hemerocallis and its hybrids. One would 
have to posit thousands of genes just for color and form and variegation, not to mention the other factors. The 
Mendel approach may work well for peas with limited characteristics but it has no places in this analysis. 

 
3. Flower Color: We then proceed to present an overview of the process of developing color in flowers. We 

present an overview of the anthocyanins, flavonols, and carotenoids. We review their pathways and summarize 
recent research which had identified the enzymes on each link of the pathway and the genes controlling those 
enzymes. This has been accomplished over the past few years and is critical to the understanding of the overall 
system approach. 

 
4. Cell Genetics: We then provide a details overview of cell genetics and how activators and repressors are key 

elements in the overall expression of enzymes and in turn the development of color. We present a review of the 
cell elements and especially the process of gene expression. We discuss activators and repressors and the 
mechanisms of their actions. Their existence results from the work of Monod and Jacob in the early 1960s. 

 
5. System Models for Gene Expression: There has been a recent development in the biological community of 

applying system models to biological systems. We build on that effort and develop medals for the expression of 
flower colors. Simply put, we recognize that color is a result of a mixture of secondary plant products such as 
anthocyanins. We can from the color of a flower determine what the mixture of each anthocyanin is. The 
concentration of an anthocyanin is a result of the concentration of the enzymes in the pathway which produces 
the anthocyanin, and typically the lowest enzyme concentration is the dominant factor. We also know that the 
concentrations of the enzymes are a result of activators and repressors, proteins also generated in a cell, which 
turn on or turn off the enzyme controlling the pathway. Combining these ideas we can develop a top down 
system model for color. The output or observation equation is the color, and the system equation is a dynamic 
process wherein the states are the protein concentrations from a large enough set of gene expressions, wherein 
genes are allowed to control other genes via an nth order dynamic process. We also allow for uncertainty by 
adding a “noise” process which converts the overall system model into a linear dynamic stochastic system with 
observables. We then extend that model from a single cell to a matrix of interconnected cells. This then allows 
us to explore the processes one sees in the development of eyezones and other sharp transitions of color in 
flowers. We use models which have been previously studied for color variation and apply those to the flower. 

 
1.2 Why This Genus 
 
One of the first questions which can be asked is why this genus? There are many reasons for using this genus to stud 
the process of gene expression. The following are a few reasons: 
 

1. The genus has been hybridized for just the last one hundred years. Thus there is a wealth of hybridization 
cross information to be able to asses what the genetic makeup is of the novel hybrids. 

2. A great deal of recent research has provided detailed explanations for the control of color pathways and 
these apply directly to the genus. 

3. The hybrids have been able to express color and form variants which are quite striking and allow for a clear 
identification of both pathways and gene expression mechanisms. 

4. The genus is composed of s finite set of stable species. The underlying species of the genus Hemerocallis is 
generally well circumscribed and is currently under extensive study. 

5. The genus does not appear to have significant transposon effects or viral effects. Unlike tulips and others 
species where viral changes are the generally more reflective cause of phenotypic change or in corn where 
transposons have a significant impact on phenotype, Hemerocallis appears to e dominated by gene 
expression changes. 
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6. The genus has multiple hybridizers making multiple changes per years. The American Hemerocallis 
Society lists over 50,000 hybrids and there are well over 500 active hybridizers in the US alone.2 A typical 
hybridizer may make anywhere from 200 to 5,000 crosses per year and keep 1% of the crosses for 
registration, the remaining 99% going into a possible general pool of hybridizers “road kill”. 

 
For these and many other reasons Hemerocallis is an attractive genus. 
 
1.3 Prior Work 
 
The key prior works fall into three categories; (i) underlying genetic studies and understandings of the genus, (ii) 
detailed elucidation of the control of pathways and the effecting gene sequences, and (iii) the development and 
application of models for the analysis and synthesis of gene expression. 
 
1.3.1 Genetic Structure of Hemerocallis 
 
Various recent works by Chung in Korea and by Noguchi, Kang, De-yuan have provided detailed genetic analyses 
of the genus. Chung (2000) has provided a detailed study of three populations of the species hakuensis and has 
shown that there is a significant within species variation. This has been know for many years. This was a problem 
for many plant sytematicists who had few examples of species available and used this limited number to describe the 
species. It is necessary to perform extensive field work to fully understand the within species variation. 
 
Noguchi and De-yuan (2004) have studied the species citrina. Their work included a detailed analysis of certain 
exons and an understanding of the evolution of this species. They have begun to establish a bases for genetic 
analysis of within species characteristics. 
 
Kang and Chung (2000) have performed a detailed study of multiple species and included one from many cross 
breedings. 
 
Tomkins et al (2001) have stated a detailed analysis of the full genetic variation in the genus using AFLP markers. 
They have also extended this to include many of the current common hybrids. Their key observation is that in the 
recent hybrids that they studied the genetic similarity has increased by approximately 10%. This demonstrates a 
rather interesting effect. Namely if the genetic diversity is decreasing and the phenotypic changes are increasing then 
it must be clearly via expression. 
 
There is an excellent summary report by Lensaw and Ghabrial (2000) which discusses the impact of viruses and the 
tulip phenomenon in the Netherlands in the seventeenth century. This is a useful study since it let’s us disregard the 
viral effects. 
 
1.3.2 Gene Expression and Pathway Control 
 
Within the last five to ten years there has been considerable growth in the understanding of the control of the 
pathways which provide for color. The recent paper by Winkel-Shirley (2001) provides a superb summary of this 
work. The author reviews prior efforts and puts the entire pathway management into perspective. She provides all 
controlling proteins and their causing genes. She does this for anthocyanins and flavones and isoflavonoids. The 
relationship to the abundance of effecting enzymes and anthocyanin expression as well as flavone expression is 
clearly demonstrated. This gives us a key in the development for latter model. 
 
The work by Mol et al (1998) predates Winkel-Shirley and is the seminal paper on genetic control of pathways. Mol 
and his colleagues have continued to publish their results on further clarification of the pathway management by 
gene expression. 

                                                           
2 The author is one of those hybridizers have introduced over fifty cultivars in the past twenty years. The author 
believes that it is essential in any science that one must have hands on experience with the subject matter at hand, 
either in the micro or macro, of optimally, both. 
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Holton and Cornis (1995) were the first to publish the full pathway. Their work is seminal in the area. 
 
Work on carotenoid pathways has been completed by Naik et al (2003) and Bartel and Matsuda (2003). 
 
1.3.3 Modeling of Gene Expression: Analysis and Synthesis 
 
The development of a systems modeling for gene expression has most recently be exceptionally well articulated in 
the work by Szallasi et al (2006). In this work a collect of authors who are a mixture of systems experts and micro 
biologists present an up to date summary of all key works in this area. 
 
The work by Hatzimanikatis and Lee (1999) is also an excellent modeling tool which applies a more Boolean 
approach to modeling the expression of genes. However the authors also extend their models to include mRNA and 
other pathways in a linear time varying system model as well. This latter approach coincides with the recent 
directions portrayed by Szallasi and is consistent with the approach taken herein. 
 
Vohradsky (2001) has provided a neural network approach to the understanding of gene expression. Although 
highly flexible this model is at best amenable for limited simulation analysis. 
 
Perkins et al (2004) have provided a detailed systems model for expression using classic dynamic systems models. 
 
Chen et al (1999) have also provided a detailed dynamic model using their “differential equations” approach, 
 
We see that Perkins et al and Chen et al have a great many similarities, as does the collection of authors in Szallasi 
but they all seem at best to just becoming aware of the wealth of well understood theory in the control and 
estimation area, see McGarty (1974). 
 
2 HEMEROCALLIS SPECIES AND COLOR 
 
The species Hemerocallis is indigenous to Asia, specifically China, Korea, Japan, and Eastern Russia. It is a 
mountainous plant and is generally quite hardy. Since the late 19th century there has been a great deal of hybridizing 
of the plant. Thus for just over one hundred years, hybridizers have been cross the species and their descendents to 
create a wide variety of new and innovative hybrids. From the species which is predominantly yellow, orange and a 
brownish red color, comes a wide variety of forms and color. Bright reds, purples, shades of gold, doubles, plants 
with eyzones and plants with spider like form and shape. In this section we review the genus and its associated 
species and then we look at some of the hybrids. 
 
2.1 The Species 
 
The Genus Hemerocallis has a dozen or more species.3 The identification of the species is still somewhat in flux. 
One of the earliest classifications was done by Stout in the late 30’s and still stands with some modifications. There 
are many others who have proposed alternative classifications but when one looks at the literature one seem many 
differences and a few commonalities. We will in this paper not focus on a definitive classification but use several of 
the more well defined species to make the point. 
 
Below we have shown several species and their variation. One must recognize several factors even in a species; 
 

1. Species are geographically clustered. Thus citrina in one place will look like citrina in another but there 
may well be differences. 

                                                           
3 See the papers by Schabell. They are an excellent historical collection of the original works characterizing the 
species. The work by Stout still remains per-eminent. The work by Erhardt is somewhat useful but I have found 
inconsistencies and in addition it is extremely difficult to see an overall structure. 
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2. There has been some work on the genetic diversity within and between species. There is still a great deal 
more to be done. 

3. Many species are self sterile, such as citrina, but can be crossed with other species to create hybrids. 

4. Some species like fulva Europa are triploid and are sterile and propagate via a vegetative process. 

5. Variability exists within species and within the same geographic area, and one sample of a species may not 
look exactly like another from the same location, however the variation is a micro variation, one could still 
identify the species from the collection of phenotypic characteristics. 

6. None of the species expresses the characteristic we see in many of the newer hybrids, and that will be a 
question key to this analysis. 

 
Note when looking at the flower colors we see yellow, reds, some darker brownish reds, and orange. There is some 
variation of color.4

 

  
 

H. altissima 
 

 
H. aurantiaca 

 
 

 
H. dumortieri 

 

 
H. citrina 

 
If we look at the above four species we see four distinct colors, shapes and color patterns. The dumortierii is an early 
spring flowering plant whereas the altissima is late summer and early fall. Citrina and aurantiaca are mid summer 
plants but citrina is night blooming and is self sterile. However we have successfully crossed citrina and aurantiaca. 
 
We can continue with the species as follows: 

 

                                                           
4 The recent paper by Tompkins is useful since it uses the AFLP approach to determine a broad base of cross species 
variability as well as geographical variability. 
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H. minor 
 

 
H. middendorfii 

 
 

 
Comparison 

 

 
H. dumortierii 

 
The above also shows the branching habit of the flower. The three shown are all early blooms. 
 
The coreana species is show below. We have two plants obtained from two sources. Note the difference in color. 
 

  
 
 
H. coreana variation; The left one above has been growing for several years, Right one is recent acquisition. Both 
have bracts, large ones which show it to be coreana. Why the color difference? Is it a variety, geographically 
different part of species, early color to change latter? 
 
The final selection of species plants is shown as follows: 
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H. minor 
 

H. middendorfii 
 

  
 

H. coreana 
 

 
H. fulva 

  
 

H. hakuensis 
 

 
H. multiflora 

 
The geographic distribution of the species in their original locations in China are shown below.5 Note the many 
locations and that most of them are mountainous. There are other locations in Russia, Korea and Japan. Generally 
they are found in mountainous regions.6

 

                                                           
5 This has been prepared by Yong Wen, of MIT, one of my graduate students. 
 
6 We have found that our best results are on the lower slopes of the White Mountains in New Hampshire. The 
climate is similar to the areas where the species come from originally. It is cool, and in Zone 4b with lowest 
temperatures at -35 F and is sand soil with 52” to 58” of rain per year. 
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Species 
H.  altissima 
BLACK 
 
H.  citrina  
GREEN 
H.  dumortieri  
PINK 
H.  esculenta  
PURPLE 
H.  flava 
BLUE 
H.  forrestii 
DARK GREEN  
H.  fulva  
DARK YELLOW 
H.  lilioasphodelus  
YELLOW 
H.  middendorffii  
CYAN 
H.  minor 
RED 
H.  nana  
SAND YELLOW 
H.  plicata  
LIGHT RED 
 

Origin

 
 
We have also created a data base for the phenotypic characteristics of the plants in our current collection. This is 
shown below. One could use this data to create a clade analysis and then also create a key. We have done that in 
another report and we feel that the result should be considered as preliminary. 
 

Name Date 
Length 

Leaf 
(in) 

Width 
Leaf 
(in) 

Height 
of 

Scape 
(in.) 

Diameter 
Flower 

(in.) 

Petal 
Width 

(in) 

Petal 
Length 

(in) 

Sepal 
Width 

(in) 

Sepal 
Length 

(in) 

Branches 
per 

Scape 

Buds 
per 

Scape 

Petal 
Color 

Sepal 
Color Fragrance 

middendorfii 5/19 10 0.75 10.00 2.00 0.38 2.20 0.75 2.20 1 2 orange orange  n  
minor 5/19 24 0.38 18.00 3.00 1.00 2.50 0.63 2.50 1 3 yellow yellow  n  

dumortieri 5/28 18 0.50 21.00 3.00 0.38 2.20 0.25 2.20 1 3 orange orange  n  
middendorfii 5/22 23 0.50 15.00 3.00 1.00 2.50 0.75 2.50 1 3 orange orange  y  
dumortieri 5/22 23 0.50 14.00 1.75 0.75 2.20 0.50 2.00 1 3 orange orange  y  
hakuensis 7/5 29 0.50 32.00 4.50 1.15 3.50 1.00 3.00 2 4 orange orange  y  

aurataniaca 7/7 42 0.75 40.00 6.00 1.00 4.50 0.50 4.50 2 4 orange orange  n  
Kwanso 7/7 34 1.00 40.00 6.00 1.50 3.00 1.00 3.00 2 5 orange orange  n  

fulva 7/7 53 1.00 46.00 7.00 1.50 4.00 0.75 3.50 2 5 orange orange  n  
coreana 7/21 42 1.50 42.00 5.00 1.50 4.00 0.75 4.00 2 3 orange orange  y  
citrina 7/21 30 0.75 36.00 3.00 0.50 4.00 0.25 4.00 7 2 yellow yellow  y  

multiflora 7/21 25 0.75 34.00 2.00 0.75 3.00 0.50 3.00 5 3 orange orange  n  
dumortieri 7/22 35 0.75 30.00 4.50 1.25 3.50 0.80 3.50 8 2 orange orange  y  
altissima 7/29 48 0.75 57.00 5.25 1.00 3.50 0.50 3.00 5 3 orange orange  y  
multiflora 8/9 30 0.75 44.00 3.00 0.80 2.20 0.50 2.20 7 3 orange orange  y  

 
If we were to take the various authors who have attempted to characterize the species we obtain the chart shown 
below. One thing evident in the chart is the lack of agreement. Again we believe that agreement can only be 
obtained after a detailed genetic analysis. 
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Name 
Stout 

(1934) 
Erhardt 
(1992) 

Plodeck 
(2003) Munson 

Hortus 
Third 

(1976) 
Peat & 

Petit (2004) 
Grenfell 
(1998) 

Petit & 
Peat (2000) 

PFAF 
(2000) McGarty 

H altissima   X X X X X X X X X 

H aurantiaca X X X X X X X X X X 

H citrina X X X X X X X X X X 

H coreana   X X X   X X X X X 

H darrowinina           X X   X   

H dumortieri X X X No Picture X 

X also calls 
it H 

sieboldii X X X X X 

H esculenta   X 

also he calls 
dumortierii 

and 
middendorffi 
v esculenta 

in this 
species X   X X X     

H exaltata X X X X     X X X   

H forestii X X X No Picture X X X X X X   

H fulva X X X   X X X X X X 

H graminea       X 

X also H 
dumortieri 

and H 
minor   X X X   

H hakuensis   X X X   X   X X X 
H 
honngdoensis           X         
H 
lilioasphodelus X H flava X Also H flava 

X Calls it H 
flava X X X 

X uses H 
flava X X 

H littorea       X       X X   

H longituba       X             

H micrantha   X X no picture X   X     X   

H 
middendorffii X X 

Also H 
dumortierii v 
middendorffii X X X X X X X 

H minor X X X X X X X X X X 

H multiflora X X X X X X X X X X 

H nana X X X No Picture X X X X X     

H pedicellata   X X No Picture X   X     X   

H plicata X X X No picture X X X X X X   

H taeanensis           X         

H thunbergii X X 

X also H 
serotina and 
H sulphurea X 

X but calls 
it H 

serotina X X X X X 

H yezoensis   X 

X also H 
flava v 

yezoensis     X X   X   

 
Some authors have placed these species in groups. We have shown this in the following Table. Erhardt seems to be 
setting the standard but there are several inconsistencies in his approach, Peat and Petit appear to be repeating 
Erhardt. There is no true well established and accepted classification, however. 
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Name Stout Erhardt Plodeck Munson 
Hortus 
Third Peat & Petit Grenfell 

Petit & 
Peat PFAF McGarty 

Groups                     

  

1. Forked; 
Scapes < 
Leaves 
(nana, 
plicata, 
forestii) 

Fulva 
(aurantiaca, 

fulva)       

Fulva 
(aurantiaca, 

fulva, 
hondoensis, 
taeanensi)         

  

1. Forked; 
Scapes > 
Leaves 

(flava, minor, 
thunbergerii, 
citrina, fulva, 
aurantiaca, 

exaltata, 
multiflora)  

Citrina 
(altissima, 

citrina, 
coreana, 

lilioasphodelus, 
minor, 

pedicellata, 
thurbergii, 
yezoensis)       

Citrina 
(altissima, 

citrina, 
coreana, 

lilioasphodelus, 
minor, 

pedicellata, 
thurbergii, 
yezoensis)         

  

2. Unforked, 
Unbranched 
(dumortierii, 
middendorfii) 

Middendorffii 
(dumortieri, 
esculenta, 
exaltata, 

hakuensis, 
middendorffii       

Middendorffii 
(dumortieri, 
esculenta, 
hakuensis, 

middendorffii)         

    
Nana (forestii, 

nana)       

Nana 
(darrowinia, 

forestii, nana)         

    

Multiflora 
(micrantha, 
multiflora, 
plicata)       

Multiflora 
(micrantha, 
multiflora, 
plicata)         

 
2.2 The Early and Latter Hybrids 
 
The hybridizing of this plant has been documented by several other authors and will be not be detailed herein.7 
However we do want to present an overview of the changes which have occurred as a basis for the questions which 
have been presented earlier. 
 
The following Table depicts six hybrids dating from 1924 through 1999. The change is startling. The Hyperion 
Hybrid was just one generation from the species, it was the offspring of two separate species crosses. It bears no 
resemblance to any of its ancestors. In many was it represents one of the first true hybrids. 
 
The Hyperion cross is shown below: 
 

                                                           
7 There are many good works on the hybrids. The classic is Munson albeit a bit dated. The recent work by Peat and 
Petit is excellent.  
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Sir Michael Foster ( 1904) Florham (1898)

citrinaaurantiaca aurantiaca thunbergii

 
 

The following Table depicts seventy five years of hybridizing from Hyperion in 1924 through 1999. Potentate was 
the first truly red flower and became a benchmark which holds even today. Prairie Blue Eyes was an attempt to 
obtain a blue, close but not totally there. There have been attempts at whites as well with considerable success. The 
other more recent flowers show increasing complexity. The 1999 flower, Now and Zen, shows an eyezone, a colored 
or tinted edge to the sepals and petals and a well demarcated throat region as well. 
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Hyperion (1924) 
 

 
Potentate (1943) 

  
 

Prairie Blue Eyes (1970) 
 

 
Outrageous (1978) 

 

  
 

Wings of Chance (1985) 
 

 
Now and Zen (1999) 

 
With the above development there are several questions which we can ask: 
 

1. Hyperion was the F2 development of  species crosses, or at least that is the way it appears from the early 
literature. Hyperion has a substantially different form from any of the F1 plants or the species. What accounts 
for this change? Hyperion has a color which is a stronger yellow than citrina and does not reflect any of the 
variegation of the other F0 parents. What, has a set of genes been suppressed, if so which ones. 

2. Potentate has what is called a “throat” a gold region inside the flower. Throats like this do appear in the species. 
What controls the throat characteristic and this throat is quite clear. The transition between throat color and the 
predominant color of the flower is very abrupt, what genetic switch allows for this abrupt change? 

3. Prairie Blue Eyes is one of the early attempts to get a blue. One would assume it would be possible. Only 
recently has genetic engineering produced a blue rose. The question then is can we breed a blue daylily or does 
it require some form of genetic engineering? 
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4. The Outrageous flower starts to show the dramatic change in form as well as color. It is a recurved flower with 
significant color variation. In this case form as well as color is being changed. What are the genetic linkages 
between them? 

5. Wings of Chance and Now and Zen show how quickly genetic variation can proceed. The throat becomes an 
eyezone, a region from yellow to red to yellow. And in Now and Zen we see edging colors appear on the end of 
the petals and sepals. Again, what is the gene expression control mechanism which effects this unstable change. 
We have many examples from dynamic systems, can we apply them here? 

 
What we then ask is; knowing the species and assuming the species have some steady set of genes, and that the 
genes in the species express themselves so as to generate the colors we see on the species, and furthermore given 
that we have not introduced any new genes nor have we mutated any of these plants, how, through hybridizing alone 
have we managed to allows new combinations of genes to be expressed and to have existing genes expressed at new 
and greater or lesser rates than the species plants. 
 
3 CLASSIC GENETICS 
 
In this section we present an overview of the classic Mendellian analysis.8 The Mendellian analysis makes classic 
assumptions which prevailed until the advent of the Watson and Crick model, and even slightly beyond. In fact 
many breeding programs build upon a Mendellian approach. We argue that such an approach is partially correct but 
lacks most of the key elements which must be considered. 
 
3.1 Mendellian Analysis 
 
In Mendellian analysis we assume that there exist a gene on a chromosome which provides some characteristic, say 
yellow petals. Hemerocallis has 11 chromosomes with a diploid being the normal configuration. There is no sex 
chromosome as in humans. There are triploids with 33 chromosomes and tetraploids with 44 chromosomes. But the 
species has 22 in each cell. We characterize this as shown below. 

Chromosomes

Hemerocallis has 11 chromosomes 
in haploid and  and 22 in diploid 
and 33 triploid and 44 in tetraploid

 
 

                                                           
8 See Griffiths. This is an excellent overview of genetic analysis. 
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Now each chromosome with some gene segment has some controlling characteristic, such as a gene for the color 
orange. In the process of meiosis in the sex cells the chromosome pairs split, some even cross over, and a mixing 
and matching of chromosomes and genes are made. Our intent is not to provide a detailed summary of Mendellian 
analysis but to focus on the key points which will be used to continue our analysis. 
 
When a plant creates a pollen grain or a female oocyte they are products or meiosis. And these cells are haploid, 
namely only one copy of the chromosome. Thus is we have two orange genes, one on each chromosome, then in 
meiosis we end up with a male and female haploid cell each having one orange gene. 
 

Meiosis 1

Prophase

Metaphase 1

Anaphase 1

Telophase 1

Metaphase 2

Telophase 2

Diploid

Haploid

 
 
If, however, we take a yellow plant, allow it to create the haploid cells via meiosis and take a pure orange plant, let it 
create haploid cells via meiosis and then cross these plants we get what we see below.  
 
Namely there are four possibilities, each equally likely; we have a yellow with an orange in any one of the ways 
shown below. Thus in what is called the F1 generation we only get orange plants since the orange gene is dominant 
and each of the F1 plants have the same genetic makeup, a haploid with a yellow and a haploid with an orange. 
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Meiosis 2

R1 R2r1 r2

Possible Outcomes:

r1 R1 > Orange
r1 R2 > Orange
r2 R1 > Orange
r2 R2 > Orange

All for Generation 1

 
 
Now we go to the F2 generation. This is the offspring of the F1. Remember that all F1 have same gene structure, a 
yellow and an orange gene. These break apart in meiosis and combine again when the plants are fertilized. The net 
result in the off spring in F1 is a set of chromosomes with a yellow and orange chromosome. When they split there 
is a possibility of the off spring of the off spring in the F2 to have two yellows which means yellow or one of each 
yielding orange or a pure orange. Thus with one gene we find that a dominant gene will give 1/4th with the recessive 
and 3/4th with the dominant color. We show this below. 
 

Meiosis 3

Possible Outcomes:

r1 r2 > Yellow

r1 R2 > Orange

R1 r2 > Orange

R1 R2 > Orange
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3.2 Breeding and Hybridizing 
 
Now what does this tell us about hybridizing daylilies. Frankly very little. Mendel had peas, and he was looking at 
peas all one color, one gene one phenotype. There was no mixing, no complicated gene control. There could be a 
simple control of a gene and a phenotypic characteristic. 
 
For example, if we had a black daylily with an eyezone, and black was dominant as was an eyezone then the table 
below predicts the result. This is the classic Mendel analysis. 
 

Mendel’s Genetics

baba
White, no 

eye

ba

bA

Ba

Female
Gametes

BABA
Black, Eye

BA

babABaBA

Male Gametes

 
However, this is not the case. Go back and look at the species and then look at the hybrids. How does one go from 
here to there? That is a key question. Genes are being expressed differentially in various was and the control of those 
expressions varies across the sepal and petal. That is an issue we wish to explore. 
 
3.3 Summary of Mendellian Approach 
 
We can summarize the world view of a Mendellian: 
 

1. Genes exists and are parts of a chromosome.  

2. There is a one to one relationship between a gene and some phenotypic characteristic. The gene control that 
characteristic.  

3. A gene may be dominant or recessive, namely there may be a stronger effecting gene than another. 

4. To get a characteristic the plant must have a gene which expresses that characteristic. 

5. Some genes are sex related or may have some effect on other genes but that is not a significant factor. 

6. The gene is the operative entity and there is not accounting for pathways, expression, activation or suppression. 

7. Mendel’s approach fails to account for DNA and the underlying pathways. 

 
The message to take away from the Mendellian analysis is simply; in hybridizing there is no simple one to one 
relationship between gene and phenotypic characteristic. What we see is a complicated system of variable gene 
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expression; over and under expression, and the release of the gene products related thereto. We look at this in the 
next section. 
 
4 FLOWER COLOR EXPRESSION 
 
We have just shown that there are a wide variety of coloration in the daylily. In a little over a hundred years we have 
taken the dozen or so species and intermixed them and as a result have created a very complex set of flowers with 
characteristics which differ dramatically from the species.9 The species have managed to maintain their separate 
identities over thousands of years but in a small fraction of time we have been able to introduce multiple forms and 
colors. To understand this process we first have to understand where the colors come from. How do we get purple 
from a plant which is red, yellow, orange and possibly even brown? How are the colors made and how do we get 
from there to where we are today. 
 
The first step in understanding that process is to understand the pathways that lead to color production in a single 
cell. Then we can address the issue of multiple cells and finally how the cells communicate. How do we get an 
eyezone for example. Why if a cell is whit do we go so abruptly to a purple eyezone. What is the mechanism for this 
process? We begin the exploration of this issue with a analysis of the underlying pathways. 
 
4.1 Pathways and Enzymes 
 
Pathways are nothing more than a set of chemical reactions which get us from some primitive chemical to a more 
complex but useful chemical structure.10 In fact the pathways may be just a set of processes going from any one 
chemical structure to another independent of the nature of the starting and starting chemical. Some pathways are 
linear going from a beginning to and end and some are circular taking us from the beginning and back again; the 
Krebs cycle is an example. What makes the  pathway work? Just three elements are required: (i) the underlying 
chemical constituents, (ii) some form of energy, (iii) generally some form of facilitation such a catalyst and in our 
analyses this is an enzyme. 
 
The general flow structure we look at is shown below. In our view, not the only such view but one convenient for 
the development of our argument, we have the pathway but it facilitated by an enzyme, a protein. The protein is 
generated by a gene. And the gene is activated by some other element, generally another protein. In our case shown 
below the output is some anthocyanin. The more of the enzyme, namely the more the gene expresses itself the more 
anthocyanin we get. Thus if we can get the gene to express then we get more of that specific anthocyanin, more 
pelargonidin for example. We defer to the next section how we get this gene to express so strongly. 
 

                                                           
9 See Lensaw and Ghabrial for an excellent discussion of the tulip. In contrast to the daylily, the tulip craze of the 
seventeenth century was a dramatic bubble, and the irony was that most of the color variations were induced by 
viruses. 
 
10 See Taiz for an excellent overview. Dey is also a superb and current reference. The older references by Goodwin 
are useful but they fail to account for the genetic effects. 
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Pathways, Enzymes and 
Expression

Gene Enzyme Pathway

Anthocyaninin
Gene

Expression
Control

Many factors control the 
expression of the gene. Even 
the cell which is next to the one 
producing the enzyme.

Each anthocyanin creates a color 
element. The more of that one type 
the richer that element. Combining 
them together creates a totally new 
color.

Enzymes control 
pathways

 
The opposite is also true. Namely if we can suppress the gene then we can get less and even possibly no anthocyanin 
from the pathway. This is the first step in the development of an overall system model. 
 
4.2 Anthocyanins 
 
Let us consider our first pathway. This is the pathway which creates anthocyanins.11 The anthocyanin molecules is 
shown below. Note on the B ring we have six sites to which we can attach differing molecular chains. This will be 
an important element when we see the different configurations and their implications. 
 

                                                           
11 See the papers by Mol and also by Winkel-Shirley. They are excellent in the characterization of the pathways. 
Also the papers by Holton and the one by Jaakola are quite useful here as well. 
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O

OH

OH

OH

A C

B1

2

3

4

5

6

Anthocyanidin

 
The anthocyanin or anthocyanidin molecules comes from two different pathways. In the figure below we have taken 
the basic resulting molecule and have shown that there are two elements; one is from the shikimic pathway and the 
other from the malonate pathway. This means that we have to understand both pathways to understand the ultimate 
abundance of the product. 
 

O

OH

OH

OH

A C

B1

2

3

4

5

6

Anthocyanidin

Shikimic Pathway

Malonate Pathway

 
Before continuing we want to look at what the results would look like if we have different substitutes on the B ring. 
In the Table below we show that the terminations on the 3, 4 or 5 elements yield different results. The results give 
pelargonadin, cyanidin, delphinidin, peonidin, and petunidin. Each obviously named after their related flower and 
each resulting an anthocyanin of a different color.  
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Colors

Anthocyanidin Substituents Color 
Pelargonadin 

 
4’-OH orange-red 

Cyanidin 
 

3’-OH, 4’-OH purplish red 

Delphinidin 
 

3’-OH, 4’-OH, 5’-OH bluish purple 

Peonidin 
 

3’-OCH3, 4’-OH rosy red 

Petunidin 
 

3’-OCH3, 4’-OH, 5’-OCH3 purple 

 

 
In the Table below we have shown the colors of each of these as well as the weighting of a red, green ad blue 
combination which best matches the color. Thus one can in an 8 bit color schemes, as one would find in any PC 
color scheme, get the resulting anthocyanin colors by blending the R, B, G elements to yield what we are seeking. 
This relating the colors back to RBG is critical since it get reflected in the ultimate flower color. 
 

Colors (R, G, B)

Petunidin (153, 0, 153)

Peonidin (255, 153, 204)

Delphinidin (153, 102, 255)

Cyanidin (255, 0, 255)

Pelargonadin (255, 102, 0)

 
Now if we assume we have only anthocyanins for color, and that we have the above combinations available, we ask 
how do we combine these colors in a weighted manner to obtain the desired color. This approach is critical to the 
overall understanding. First we show by a weighted RBG we get the color we seek or the color which is presented. 
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The we assume that if we can then do the same for each anthocyanin, then we can create any desired color from a 
weighted collection of anthocyanins. This means that we can then determine what the relative percents of expression 
of any anthocyanin is and this lets us then go back to how strongly the gene for that anthocyanin is expressed. The 
model we presented earlier will be a key element in this overall process. 
 
No let us start with a simple expression. For any color we have by definition: 
 

Green δBlue βRed αColor ++=  
 
For example, we may have a (0,0,255), or a (128, 128, 128). Or any other set of combinations. 
 
Likewise we could state this by means of some combination of anthocyanins. Namely: 
 

in][Delphinid c[Cyanidin] bdin][Pelargoni aColor ++=  
 
but we can relate the anthocyanins to the basic colors or red, blue and green as: 
 

[ ] GreenBluedonidinPel PPP δβα ++= Rearg  
 

[ ] GreenBluedCyanidin CCC δβα ++= Re  
 

[ ] GreenBluednDelphinidi DDD δβα ++= Re  
 
If we define a color vector of Red, Blue and Green as: 
 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡
=

Green
Blue

d
C

Re
 

 
Thus if we define the mix vector as m then we have: 
 
Color = m T C
 
or: 
 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡
=

δ
β
α

m  

 
But we have the following matrix: 
 

⎥
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡
=

DDD

CCC

PPP

δ  β  α
δ  β  α
δ  β  α

A  

 
which yields: 
 

Color = m T  A C
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The above analysis shows us that we can analytically determine the expression of the anthocyanins from the color of 
the cell by means of the above formulas. These are relative expressions but by benchmarking any one element we 
can make them all absolute in the cell as well. 
 
4.3 Other Color Elements 
 
Anthocyanins are not the only elements which are secondary products which produce color. There are three classes 
of chemicals which give rise to color; anthocyanins, flavones or flavonols, and carotenoids. The Table below depicts 
the different elements and their colors. The approach we took above for the anthocyanins can be take for the 
flavones and carotenoids as well. It should be noted that there may not be a unique solution here but there are 
several possible but they can be narrowed down by actual determination of one to three elements as baseline. 
 

Class Agent Color12

Anthocyanidin   
 Pelargonidin orange-red 
 Cyanidin purplish-red 
 Delphinidin bluish-purple 
 Peonidin rosy red 
 Petunidin purple 
 Malvinidin  
   

Flavonol   
 Kaempferol ivory cream 
 Quercetin cream 
 Myricetin cream 
 Isorhamnetin  
 Larycitrin  
 Syringetin  
 Luteolin yellowish 
 Agipenin Cream 
   

Carotenoids   
 Carotene orange 
 Lycopene Orange-red 

 
We now summarize the other element classes. 
 
4.4 Carotenoids 
 
Carotenoids are what is quite common in the carrot, the orange hew we see in that root. Its molecular structure is 
shown below, this is beta carotene. 
 

 
 

                                                           
12 See Taiz p. 334 for the anthocyanidin color and Bernhardt for the flavonol and carotene. 
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4.5 Flavones 
 
The flavonols, or flavones are quite similar to anthocyanin. Their structure is shown below. Note that we have 
compared it to that of anthocyanin. 
 

+
O

OH

OH

OH

A C

B1

2

3

5

6

O

OH

OH

OH

A C

B1

2

3

5

6

Anthocyanidin

Flavonol

OH

OH

O

 
 
We can also show how closely they relate in substitutions and colors. This is shown in the Table below. 
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Flavonol Anthocyanidin Substitution 
  3’ 5’ 

Kaempferol Pelargonidin H 
 

H 

Quercetin Cyanidin OH 
 

H 

Myricetin Delphinidin OH 
 

OH 

Isorhamnetin Peonidin OCH3 
 

H 

Larycitrin Petunidin OCH3 
 

OH 

Syringetin Malvinidin OCH3 
 

OCH3

 
4.6 Pathways 
 
In this section we present the pathways for the three classes we have described above. We first present an overview 
of the pathway and then we present the details of the pathway and the enzymes used in each step. The key 
observation is that we must have enzymes to go from step to step in the pathways and that if any one enzyme is 
missing we cannot proceed on that path, and further the path with the small amount of enzyme becomes the limiting 
path. Thus, we do not have a one to one map here. The production of any one anthocyanin, for example, if limited 
by the lowest produced enzyme, and the other enzymes may be present in abundance. 
 
The following is the overall pathway for all elements. 
 

Photosynthesis

CO2

Carbohydrates

Pentose
phosphate
pathway

Glycolysis

Erythosde 4-phosphate Phospoenol pyrivic acid

Acetyl co-enzyme A

Tricoxylic acid
cycle

Mevalonic acid
pathway

Malonic acid
pathway

Phenolic
Compounds

Shikimic acid
pathway

Nitrogen
Containing

Secondaries

Aromatic amino acids Aliphatic amino acids

See P 321 Taiz & Zeiger, Plant
Physiology

Pathways

 
 
The above shows how we start from CO2 and then go through a variety of other pathways. We will review those 
pathways in some detail since it is the enzyme control in them which is key. 
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4.6.1 Anthocyanin Pathway 
 
The anthocyanin pathway with the controlling enzymes is shown below. The enzymes are presented in the arrows 
linking each step in this pathway. This pathways shows the start as a sugar element and then goes to phenyanaline 
and then down through the chain to one of the four indicated anthocyanins. 
 

Pathway

PhenylanalineSugars from Photosynthesis

coumaroyl

tetrahydroxychalcone

Narinigenin

Dihydroxyamptirol

DihydromyrecetinDihydroqueritin

Cyanidin
RED

Delphinidin
Dull Grey

Peonidin
Magenta

Malvidin
Purple

C
H

S
C

H
I

F3H

F3'5'H and DIF-F

F3'H

D
FR

A
S

3G
T

D
FR

A
S

3G
T

R
T

5G
T

A
5'M

T
A

3'M
T

R
T

5G
T

A
5'M

T
A

3'M
T

Enzymes shown are from gene 
segments which are activated. 
Color of flower is sum of all 
activated color elements.

 
 
Note that at each step there is an enzyme element. The genetic loci for cloned flavonoid enzymes in Arabidopsis are 
shown in the following Table.13

 

                                                           
13 See Similar information for maize, petunia, and snapdragon is described by Holton and Cornish (1995). b Based 
on the AGI map, 11/12/00; numbers in parentheses refer to P1 or bacterial artificial chromosome clones on which 
these sequences reside. c Transposon- tagged mutant for FLS1 (Wisman et al., 1998).  
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Enzyme Locus Chromosome Map Position 
CHS tt4 5 7,050 kb (MAC12) 
CHI tt5 3 21,000 kb (T15C9) 
F3H tt6 3 19,600 kb (F24M12) 
F39H tt7 5 4,400 kb (F13G24) 
FLS fls1<Enc 5 FLS1: 4,700 kb 

(MAH20) 
FLS2-5;: 32,150 kb 

(MBK5) 
FLS6: 24,350 kb 

(MRH10) 
 

DFR tt3 5 23,800 kb (MJB21) 
LDOX tt19 4 16,900 kb (F7H19) 
LCR ban,ast d 1 26,800 kb (T13M11) 

 
The pathway for the conversion of the sugar erythrose to penylanaline is shown in the reaction below. This accounts 
for the upper part of the pathway which we have shown. It uses the Shikimic pathways which we have shown in the 
initial discussion on the pathways. 
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HC CH

OH

HC CH2

OH

O P

OHO

O

O

HOOC

OH

OH

OH

CH2

CH

NH2

COOH

D Erythrose 4 phosphate

Shikimic Acid

Phenylalanine

CH2

CH

NH2

COOH

OH

Tyrosine

 
 
 

The conversion details from pehnyanaline through chalcone to the anthocyanins is shown in the reaction below. We 
have reiterated by transition the enzymes which facilitate each step in this process. 
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HOOC NH2

phenylalanine
from shikimic acid pathway

OH

HO O

OHOH

CHS Enzyme

PAL, C4H, 4CL Enzymes

chalcone

F3'5'H, DFR, ANS, 3GT

F3'H, DFR, ANS, 3GT

DFR, ANS, 3GT

pelargonidin cyanidin
delphinidin

 
 
 

What these process point out can be summarized as follows: 
 
1. There are common pathways which are operational in all plants for the generation of the pigments. 
 
2. Enzymes used as activators modulate the amount of production of the enzymes. 
 
3. The products of these pathways, the anthocyanins, are driven by the concentration of the facilitating enzymes. 
Specifically we can write: 
 

);min( Θ∈∀= jxBz jjk  
 
Namely the concentration of the secondary product, the z element, is proportional to the minimal concentration of 
the facilitating enzymes, namely the set θ. 
 
Secondary products always have this type of production process. As we look at a cell, from a system point of view 
we see facilitating proteins and secondary products. The concentration of the secondaries are proportional, in some 
general way, to the concentration of the facilitating proteins. However we see there are many facilitating proteins 
which may make this a more complex analysis, however doable. 
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4.6.2 Carotenoid Pathway 
 
We have shown the carotenoids as above. The carotenoid pathway is shown below. We have demonstrated this in 
general terms earlier but in this case below we see the specific details. 
 

Photosynthesis

CO2

Carbohydrates

Pentose
phosphate
pathway

Glycolysis

Erythosde 4-phosphate Phospoenol pyrivic acid

Acetyl co-enzyme A

Carotenoids Mevalonic acid
pathway

Shikimic acid
pathway

See P 321 Taiz & Zeiger, Plant
Physiology

 
 
We show below the pathways and the facilitating enzymes. In many ways it appears identical to the anthocyanin 
pathway and the facilitating enzymes. 
 

Acetyl CoA

Mevalonis Acid Pathway (MVA)

Isopentyl pyrophosphate (IPP)

Geranyl garanyl pyrophosphate (GGPP)

Phytoene

Carotene

Lycopene

Alpha Carotene Beta Carotene

Lutein

IPP Isomerase

GGPP Synthase

Phyloene Synthase

Carotene Synthase

DMAPP

 Alpha Cyclase

Hydroxylase

 Beta Cyclase
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4.6.3 Flavonol Pathway 
 
The flavonol pathway is identical to that of the anthocyanin. See Winkel-Shirley. 
 
5 GENETIC INFLUENCE 
 
In this section we briefly review the molecular genetics of a plant cell. We do not get into any significant details but 
merely review the elements which we can use letter in developing the mathematical models for plant regulation. As 
we have shown in the previous section, plant colors are the result of the expression of three types of secondary plant 
cell products; anthocyanins, flavones and carotenoids. We have focused mainly on the anthocyanins but have shown 
the details on all three. What we focused on is that the production of any one of these is a result of a specific 
pathway and that the production in that pathway is controlled by a set of enzymes. The enzymes are proteins 
produced within the cell. The proteins are the result of the expression of a set of genes.  
 
In this section we now by reviewing the current understanding of plant cell micro genetics show that the proteins are 
expressed by the normal process understood since Watson and Cricks seminal work and that there are factors which 
and activate their production, indeed enhance their production, or repress their production. These are the activators 
or repressor proteins. The activator and repressor proteins are in effect other genes expressing themselves. We will 
combine the last section with the results in this section to effect a dynamic system model for plant color generation 
in the next section. 
 
What will be critical to understand here is that we just want to place the process of activators and repressors in 
context. We discuss in the next section what our overall design approach will be; that of an engineering model 
development and not a detailed understanding at the cell level. Frankly, we are not interested in the lower level 
detail, only gross modeling of cells, genes, and their proteins. They will become the inputs, outputs and control 
mechanisms of our design approach. 
 
5.1 Plant Cells 

 
Plant cells are a class of eukaryotic cells which are characterized primarily by have a rigid cell wall. In almost all 
other ways they are similar to animal cells. Plants generate all of the amino acids they need for protein generation 
unlike animal cells but other than that, for our purposes, they function very much the same. Thus as we develop a 
model for plants the model has no restrictions in its applications to animals as well. 
 
The typical plant cell is shown below. The cell wall and the nucleus are depicted. 
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Plant Cell

 
 
When we look at a collection of plant cells they appear as below. They are aligned and interconnect via various 
channels. Unlike animal cells plant cells have a much more rigid structure due to the cell wall however the general 
intercell signalling is identical. 
 

Plant Cell Matrix

 
Our interest will be to focus on both the intracell and intercell signalling and control of the pathways. 
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5.2 Plant DNA 
 
Plant DNA processes are almost identical to those of animals. The graphic below summarizes the view we shall 
take. Each cell has DNA and the DNA uses a mRNA to create proteins. The proteins are then used in the 
management of the pathways to create the secondary products of the cell, in our case the anthocyanins.  
 
 
 

Plant Cell DNA Process

DNA

RNA

Protein

C02

Anthocyanin

For a single cell the model is quite straight forward. Gene expression causes 
RNA which causes Protein, which is enzyme in anthocyanin pathway
generating the anthocyanin.  

 
We do however want to stress certain issues. There are two extreme views of cells: 
 
Micro/Time View: The micro view looks at a cell at each instant of time and considers what is happening. Is the cell 
generating a protein and a secondary and if so how and what is the sequence in which this process occurs. It is a 
focus on a single cell over some time period and we see many things happening. 
 
Ensemble View: In this case we look at the cell on average. Namely we say a cell can “on average” produce a 
protein and can then in turn produce a secondary.  
 
These two views have analogs in mathematical analysis; they are the time averages versus the ensemble average. In 
mathematical statistics we have the concept of looking at a single cell and time averaging say the concentration of a 
certain secondary. We know how it is produced and thus over some time window we can look at the average of say 
pelargonidin and we than measure its average value. In contrast we can take a collection of similar cells and measure 
the pelargonidin in each cell and take that average. The latter is called the ensemble average. The equivalence of the 
two is called the Ergodic Theorem and was developed by Norbert Wiener14. The microbiologist typically focuses on 
the time view. We in this paper will focus on the ensemble view. The latter view will allow us to model, predict and 
control large collections of cells. 
 
Now the figure below depicts a typical problem we want to understand. Consider an array of cells. Consider that 
they are arranged in ascending order up the petal of the flower, from base to outer edge. Consider now that at each 

                                                           
14 See McGarty, Stochastic Systems and State Estimation. 
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vertical increase that the cells at the same level all have the same color yet at each level they have a differing shade 
of color. This implies that the anthocyanin concentrations are different at each level but identical at each cell within 
a level. We will assume we can understand a single cell from our discussions in the last section, if we understand the 
pathways and their enzyme controls. Now we ask how does one create a mathematical system model which can 
“explain” the color patterns we see below. This will be a critical question to answer. 
 

Plant Cell Matrix Colors

How do the cells communicate? Why does one cell generate more anthocyanin 
than other cells. Why is this not just random? What is the control mechanism?

 
 
Before we can answer this question we need to delve a bit deeper into the genetics of gene expression. 
 
5.3 Plant Gene Processes 
 
The processes in plant genes are generally identical to those in animal and thus human genes. The figure below 
shows a typical gene structure along with key sites. This structure shows the gene activator site which is where 
activator proteins can bind to start or enhance the expression of the gene. The operator sits and the overall promoter 
sequence are shown down from the activator site.15

 
 

                                                           
15 This is detailed in Watson et al. Also see Griffiths et al. 
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Genes

Activator
Binding

Site

Promoter:
A site a short distance 

from the end of the 
gene which acts a 
binding location for 
RNA polymerase

Operator:

The DNA region at one end of 
an operon that acts as the 

binding site for repressor gene.

 
Genes express them selves with the assistance of RNA polymerase. The RNA polymerase is key in that it binds to 
the DNA and then opens it up to allow for the transcription creating the mRNA required for the translation process. 
In the figure below we show this process. 
 
 
 

Genes

Activator
Binding

Site

Operator

Promoter

RNA Polymerase

 
We will now focus on two actions which control the gene expression; activators and suppressors. 
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5.4 Activators 
 
Activators are proteins which when attached to the gene assist in the expression of the gene. An activator is a protein 
resulting from another gene which can assist and facilitate the expression of a gene. Remember we want to look at 
the ensemble view, not the time view. Thus we assume that the RNA polymerase is continuously acting to produce 
proteins and that there is a continuous flow at some level of the activators. The cell process from the time view is 
shown below. An activator binds facilitates the RNA polymerase binding which in turn produces the mRNA and 
then in turn the proteins via the translation process. 
 
 

Genes

Activator
Binding

Site

Operator

Promoter

RNA Polymerase

Activator
Protein

 
 
If there is an activator then the gene can be readily expressed. The RNA polymerase then binds, creates the mRNA 
and this in turn produces the related protein. Activators stimulate this process. The Figure below depicts the location 
of the gene downstream from the activator and the promoter. 
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Genes

Activator
Binding

Site

Operator

Promoter

Genes

 
 
Now it is important to understand the activator from a time perspective and then from the ensemble perspective. 
 

1. Activators are proteins generated by other genes in the cell. 

2. Activators bind to the DNA and facilitate the production of the gene, which in turn produces another 
protein. 

3. Activators can bind, release and then rebind. Each time the do that they produce another mRNA and that in 
turns produces another protein molecule. 

4. From a time perspective, it is activator, produces gene reading, produces mRNA, produces protein. 

5. From an ensemble perspective we have a concentration of activator proteins and then we get a 
concentration of result proteins. 

 
This then leads to a simple model: 
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But there is also a dynamic model which we can state; to some degree this model is a hybrid of the time and 
ensemble approach. The model states: 
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Now we must remember that this simple two protein, two gene model is just a simplification. In reality we may have 
dozens of not hundreds of genes in this process. Now consider a simple linear model for this two gene system: 
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We can solve this differential equation. It is: 
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We have solved this for a simple example using constants of 0.01 and 0.2 respectively. 
 

Output Protein Concentration as a Function of Time
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Note that the output protein concentration reaches a peak and then decays as per the driving protein. We will see this 
phenomenon again. 
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5.5 Repressors 
 
In contrast to activators we also have genes which are suppressors. Three methods of suppressor action are shown 
below. A suppressor does the opposite of an activator. It suppresses the expression of a gene. The same logic will 
follow the repressor as was with activators. We again also want to view this from an ensemble perspective. 
 
 

Repressors

A RA R

Competition: Activator is blocked 
by an overlapping Repressor

Inhibition: Activator is blocked by a 
binding Repressor

R

RNA PolymeraseMediator

Direct Repression: Repressor blocks transcription  
 
 
As we did with the activator, we see a repressor stops the generation of the protein. This it is nothing more than a 
negative driver to protein generation. 
 
5.6 Summary of Actions 
 
We can now summarize what we have presented here: 
 

1. Color is the result of anthocyanin production. 

2. Anthocyanin production is a product of a specific pathway. 

3. Pathways are mediated by enzymes, which are proteins generated by genes in the cell. 

4. Proteins are generated by genes. 

5. Gene activation is modulated by activator proteins and suppressor proteins. 

6. Activator and suppressor proteins are generated by other genes. 

7. One can model this overall process by a linked set of equations, both of a time varying nature and an 
ensemble, average steady state, nature. 

8. An overall state model can be developed for the genetic control of color in plants. 

 
We can now take this set of conclusions and use it to construct the state model. 
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6 EXPRESSION ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
In this section we develop a systems approach to the problem of color analysis and synthesis. This work is based 
upon the recent work of Szallasi and others. However this also builds upon the work in McGarty (1971) which 
focused a systems approach to the overall identification problem. 
 
6.1 Approach: Engineering versus Science 
 
The approach we take in this paper is an engineering approach rather than a biological approach.16 Our interest is in 
developing a model or sets of models which allow us by a verifiable means to show how the genes react and interact 
to produce the plant colors. We can compare this to the engineering approach to circuit design of transistor circuits 
versus the science of understanding the semiconductor from the point of view of detailed quantum mechanical 
models. The biologist in our approach is akin to the physicists and engineers who approach the cell from the bottom 
up, trying to understand all of the intricate processes and steps that lead at the micro level to the developments we 
look at herein. In our approach it is akin to the engineer knowing that there is some function inside the 
semiconductors which may clearly be important but the engineer’s interest is in designing and analyzing the 
transistor as a circuit element. Thus for an engineer, if we increase a current here we get a decrease or an increase at 
some other point. The engineer creates a world view of a macro set of processes and models the details of the 
biologists in our case with a few set of equations which show the results of increases and decreases. This model 
must then be valid table and verifiable. One must be able to make measurements to show that the processes 
predicted indeed occur, to a reasonable degree of accuracy. Then one can analyze a genetic circuit and then in 
addition one can design a genetic circuit. We then can understand where the colors come from and possibly engineer 
the genes to develop and deliver on colors we desire. 
 
6.2 A Control Paradigm 
 
The basic control paradigm is contained in the following Figure. The expression regulator may be an activator or 
suppressor. It may be a result of a gene expression in the cell itself or quite possibly as we shall discuss fed through 
from another cell. There are many of these regulatory cycles and they are all interconnected. This basic paradigm is 
one of hundreds or thousands of such interconnected flows. 
 

                                                           
16 There has been a significant set of development recently in analyzing genetic data from a systems perspective. In 
this paper we have taken such an approach. The recent work by such authors as Perkins et al, Vohradsky, 
Hatzimanikatis  et al, and the recent book by Szallasi are seminal. However, there is an issue here also or world view 
and what does one really want from the analysis. The bench scientists looks to understand all the details of the 
underlying processes. The engineer seeks to understand enough to model the process and to do so with a reasonable 
degree of accuracy but the ultimate goal for the engineer is control of the process and generation of new processes. 
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Current Approach
GeneGene

Expression
Regulator

Expression
Regulator

DNADNA RNARNA ProteinProtein

PathwayPathwayColorColor

 
In developing our models we will use this construct. However, we can frequently focus on natural clusters of related 
genes. They may be a dozen or more such related genes in each cluster and possibly hundred of such clusters. 
Although cells and their proteins may affect all other cells, only a few of the genes regulated have a significant level 
of regulation. The low levels of “regulation” we shall consider just as noise. 
 
6.3 Cell Signalling: Intra and Inter Cell 
 
We must also better understand the inter cell signalling. Although we include it in this paper we have not as of yet 
produced a robust enough model for this set of processes. The Figure below presents the essence of the problem. 
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Plant Inter Cell Communications

What do the cells use to communicate and how. What are the elements? 
Proteins?  

 
Key to intercell signalling will be the receptor elements which control the flow of the controlling elements. This 
means that we must be able to introduce certain additional elements in the model which at this time are not yet fully 
developed. The Figure below highlights the issues of concern in this area. 
 

Plant Cell Signalling

Receptor

Signal
Molecule

Ca Channel to Nucleus

Signal
Molecule

Phospholipids

Protein
Kinase

Ca
Kinase

Gene
Activator

Dey, Plant Biochemistry, p. 373, 1997 Academic

Product

 
 
Then we must be able to establish a full network view of the signally processes. There has been considerable work 
looking at this from a meta perspective as some neural network. However the approach does not yet provide an 
adequate refection of a gene by gene analysis. 
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Plant Inter Cell Communications

jkC ,1−

What do the cells use to communicate and how. What are the elements? 
Proteins?

jkC , 1, +jkC

jkC ,1+

1, −jkC

 
 
6.4 A Model for Secondary Production 
 
We can now commence the structuring of the model. Let us assume that xk is a concentration of a plant cellular 
protein. Let us assume k goes from 1 to n. Then we have:  
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Now we also assume that there is a model for the transformation of a protein into a secondary such as an 
anthocyanin. The we have, where z k is the secondary concentration of the k th element; 
 

)()),(( twttxgzk +=  
 
Now we can obtain a color as we had describe before as a weighted combination of the secondary concentrations. 
 
6.4.1 Linear Models 
 
We can now provide a linear model: 
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and B is an n by q matrix with u a q dimensional vector with entries akin to A. 
 
We also have: 
 

)()()()( twtxtCtz +=  
 
where C is an m by n matrix also akin to A. 
 
We will discuss latter how we estimate the entries in this set of equations. 
 
6.4.2 Second Order Models 
 
We now want to consider a second order model, one which contains product elements. This model has the ability to 
consider the characteristics of enzyme functionality found in the Michaelis-Menten theory and its enhancements.17 It 
also allows for consideration of the complexities of the Voltera model establishing multiple stable points in a phase 
space.18 Finally having this model we can demonstrates the existence of dramatic color change and patterns.19

 
Now consider the second order model. We base this upon the models in McGarty (p. 241): 
 

                                                           
17 See Rubinow Chapter 2 for detailed discussions of the enzyme models. 
 
18 See the books by Cunningham and also by Andronov. The discussion of a phase plane analysis is key to 
understanding the development of abrupt changes in coloration. 
 
19 See Murray. In this book there is a set of detailed analyses for establishing the complexities we see in 
developmental biology. This is especially true regarding the books development of patterns in animals. The same 
follows with plants. The book however does not approach it from the genetic basis which we do herein. 
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This model allows us to model the process as enzyme like in their functions. We shall pursue the implications of this 
in the following. However it is important to make one final observation. In this model, which we shall expand in the 
next section, we see that we can change the secondary products in two ways; first we can find a u(t) process, a 
driving process, which in many ways is a drug driven process. That is we can use this approach to determine what 
drug, or sets of drugs can be used to obtain a desired result. Second, we can genetically engineer the process by 
changing the A matrix, by adding or deleting genes! Again if we have a desired result, we can attain that result by 
modifying the A matrix by the addition or deletion of elements, namely genes. This we believe is a key observation. 
 
6.5 Pattern Initiation 
 
The next question we pose is how can we obtain the patterns we see in the flower? We approach this by relying on 
work by Alan Turing in 1952.20 The results herein rely heavily on what is also presented in Murray. 
 
Let us pose the problem as follows. Assume that there are two secondary elements (anthocyanins for example), z1 
and z2, and if one is greater than the other then the flower is Color 1 or Color 2 respectively. We further assume that 
we have a spatial-temporal domain and that these two secondary elements can compete in some manner with each 
other. We further assume that the process is a continuous process across some spatial domain, {x,y,z}, as well as in 
time. Namely we assume that the cells are so small that they are “points” in color space, and blend together. 
 
This assumption of “point” like behavior for a cell is akin to our assumption of ensemble averages. Now let us 
consider a cell as shown below. There are the two secondary elements in the cell. We now consider the following: 
 

                                                           
20 See A. Turing, The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis, Phil Trans Royal Soc London B337 pp 37-72, 1959. This 
is also the same Turing who conceived of the Turing Machine, the first mathematically complete structure for the 
computer. 
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1. Consider a secondary and consider its concentration; that concentration is a function of time and space. In 
the previous part of this section we considered only time. Now we consider space as well. 

2. Consider now that the secondary has a change over some time period. We then ask where does that change 
in concentration go. The answer is simple; 

3. First, the concentration flows from the point, we also mean cell, to other cells or points in a diffusion like 
manner. We understand that from basic physics and thus we include a diffusion term. 

4. Second, the concentration goes into combining with other reactions within the cell, or even at the boundary 
of the cell. This we shall call the reaction kinetics losses. The concentration of the secondary can increase 
or decrease depending on what the chemical reactions are within the cell.21 

5. The result is that we have a model which states that the rate of change of concentration equals the changes 
due to reaction kinetics within the cell plus the flow to the outside of the cell. 

6. We must continue to remember that a point and a cell is the nexus in this argument. 

 
The following Figure depicts this model. 
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We can now state the fundamental equation as follows: 
 
[Rate of change of concentration] = [Reaction Kinetics] + [Diffusion] 
 
or mathematically we have: 
 
 

                                                           
21 See Atkins, Physical Chemistry pp 778-830 for a good overview of these issues. Also we have developed models 
along this line elsewhere in this paper. Note we have developed the models from the cell genetics upward. This 
model is from the chemical concentrations downward. The analysis herein complements the work of Murray by 
connecting the genetic elements and internal pathways with the work of Turing which is a macro level ensemble 
approach. 
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If we exclude the diffusion element we have a model which in many ways is similar to what we have developed 
herein. However, the reaction kinetics portion is not related to genes but only to their products. We have included 
the basic genetic structure as reflected by the expression of their individual proteins. We know that the proteins are 
key to the pathway reactions. This is a complex enzyme reaction analysis. 
 
Murray presents several types of reaction kinetics models and we summarize them here. They are as follows: 
 
Case 1: Schnakenberg Reaction 
 
The Schnakenberg model is one of the simpler models. It reflects basic reaction kinetics models as are generally 
accepted by chemists and ar found in enzyme kinetics. 
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Case 2: Activator-Inhibitor 

 
The activator-inhibitor model is in many ways the better model for what we see at the gene level. It is strongly akin 
to the activator-suppressor reactions we have discussed before. 
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Case 3: Substrate-Inhibitor Reaction 
 
The substrate-inhibitor model reflects a substrate implementation as in enzyme reactions and it includes a 
dampening inhibitor element. Recall that if the rate of change in time of the secondary concentration is negative we 
have a decaying amount of the secondary. In this model the reaction  kinetics are strongly decreasing. 
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Case 4: Activator-Inhibitor with Activator Inhibition 
 
This is akin to the activator-inhibitor. 
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Murray proceeds to solve the problem for several simple examples. We review and summarize one of them. 
 
Consider the following model: 
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Now Murray determines a “solution” of the form: 
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where p is the domain, namely we seek a solution over: 
 

p)(0, interval  theεx   
 
Now remember that: 
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This model of Murray is one where either one secondary dominates or the other, there is no blending. Thus Murray 
shows the result to be: 
 

X=pX=p/2X=0

See Murray, pp: 390-392

 
Note that we have the ability to explain the banding and patterns. Murray continues this for many animal pattern 
developments. 
 
The important factor to observe here is the use of what is akin to the Fokker-Planck equation. It is a diffusion 
equation with a system effected term. We have used this extensively in various stochastic processes and it is also 
used in the classic Schrödinger equation for quantum mechanics. McGarty had developed this in 1971 for the use in 
estimating nonlinear dynamic systems parameters. We have a great deal of experience in solving this equation. 
 
The major observation to be made here is in this subsection we have made the connection between the micro and the 
macro. We have developed a bottom up analysis from the gene level and then we have used a top down analysis for 
color and pattern development, and then we have the nexus at this point. We relate a point in the Turing worlds to a 
cell in our world. When we do that the two worlds combine. 
 
6.6 Methods for Verification and Validation 
 
The final issue is how do we determine the values for the model we have developed. We make a simple argument 
here for the use of microarray technology. Suppose we can take a single flower and make a lateral cut, if that is the 
direction we seek to analyze. The we segment that cut into many slices and then we place the slices across a 
microarry in the top row, 
 
The we assume we know the cDNA which is important and then we go protein by protein or whatever tag we seek. 
From that we can determine the spatial expression matrix of the system. We can then use that spatial data base to 
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solve the inversion problem to determine the system matrix A. We can also verify the coefficients in the Turing 
model for flower coloring. 
 
We briefly show this below. 
 
 

Microarray

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

Question: Why does this eyezone appear here? Use microarray analysis and 
determined constants and dynamics. Do we have model of this in physical 
world?

These are cuts of cells along a 
petal from inside to outside

This is 
proteins 
from 
each cell

 
We have separately developed the algorithms to perform these tasks and will publish them separately. Simply stated, 
we have a combination of the system identification problem and the observability problem.22 We do the following: 
 

1. First we measure the color,  

2. Then we can infer the secondaries which have produced the color 

3. We then use the micro array analysis to see what genes are expressing what at each slice where we know 
the output, namely the color or the implied secondaries. 

4. Knowing the model we have for the overall process, we now know genes and outputs we can apply the 
inversion or identification analysis to determine the constants for the dynamic intra cellular model we have 
developed herein. 

 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper we have presented an interesting genus to study with respect to gene expression and ultimately the 
control of gene expression. The phenotypes are quite obvious in flower colors and in addition the hybridizing which 
has led to a wealth of examples has been done just in the past one hundred years. Also we have a reasonably clear 
understanding of the underlying species and we can readily assess the complexity of the species DNA structure. 
 
We also have a well defined and understood set of pathways that give rise to the phenotype. We further know the 
effecting proteins, enzymes, and we also know the gene which effect the proteins in question. Finally we have well 

                                                           
22 See McGarty, Stochastic Systems and State Estimation. 
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accepted models for the expression of the genes and we can use generally accepted models for the dynamics of gene 
expression. 
 
This has led us in our final section to a modeling of gene expression as a set of definable dynamic systems. We have 
used a certain set of those systems to discuss examples. However certain key questions remain: 
 
First, what are the dynamic models which can adequately and correctly describe the abrupt coloration of the flowers. 
We have a good understanding of many of the unstable dynamic systems models which can describe such 
phenomenon but what is the relationship between what occurs in the cell and what the models describe. 
 
Second, we have used an ensemble approach versus the microbiologists time approach to modeling the system. We 
have posited an equivalency based upon the Ergodic Theorem. However there is no experimental proof of this fact. 
Such a study must be performed. 
 
Third, in any systems approach, we always look at issues as observability and controllability. Observability simply 
is if we can see the outputs knowing the system model can we predict the initial condition. This must be validated 
experimentally. Controllability is simply can we drive the system to a desire point with a control function. The 
controllability question goes to the heart of flower color design. If we accept the validity of our models the answer 
appears to be determinable for any set of defines pathways. 
 
Fourth, we have suggested a microarry approach to estimating the coefficients of the dynamic system. This is one of 
many possible techniques. The first part we should do is address this from an experimental perspective. Namely 
perform the microarray analysis. The second part is to investigate alternative methods of solving the system 
identification problem via alternative bench based validation tools. 
 
Fifth, specific phenotypic design must be considered in more detail and experimentally validated. 
 
Sixth, we use a stochastic model for the expression and pathway analysis. We used this as a way to account for 
dimensions we could not include because they were expressed at too low a level or because we had not knowledge 
of their existence. Thus we argued that like one would do in a system design analysis, noise may be true random 
processes or the aggregation of currently unknown tertiary processes. Experimental validation of this modeling 
element must be performed. 
 
Seventh, can this approach be carried over to any other cell line? The answer we believe is yes it can and readily. 
What we have done herein is to focus on phenotypic characteristics and ones which are readily characterizable by 
well understood pathways. Such systems exist in many other systems including the human.  
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http://www.ibiblio.org/pfaf/cgi-bin/arr_html?Hemerocallis+hakunensis&CAN=LATIND  
 
http://www.ibiblio.org/pfaf/cgi-bin/arr_html?Hemerocallis+citrina&CAN=LATIND  
 
This is the Poldeck site. It is excellent for structure and photos: 
 
http://www.hemerocallis-species.com/HS/HS_homee.htm  
 
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/rhodcv/hort640c/secprod/se00013.htm
 
http://www.daylilies.org/daylilies.html  
 
http://pubs.caes.uga.edu/caespubs/pubcd/C545.htm  
 
http://historicdaylily0.tripod.com/  
 
This is the National Center for Biological Information, under NLM (National Library of Medicine), which has 
significant sequencing information for Hemerocallis:  
 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/ and specifically 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/viewer.fcgi?db=nucleotide&val=42415328  
 
http://www.nybg.org/  
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